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1998 Bester College F1re

Paducah School's
superintendent
case becomes
distraction
Elizabeth Johnson
Editor-in-chief
Stemming from his re-indictment
involving the fatal 1998 Hester College
Fire, Je rry Walker has bee n transferred
from pis position as assistant principal
at Paducah Middle School to the school
system's central office.
Randy Greene, superintendent of
Paducah Public Schools, said the decision was made Thesday.
"It became a distraction," Greene
said. "The people at the building were
very supportive and the parents were
very supportive but I started getting
calls from the middle school - people
just wanting to talk about it."
Greene said lack of community sup·
port has not been an issue.
Dennis Null, Walker's attorney, said
neither he nor his client had a hand in
that decision.
"That was completely the decision of
the Paducah superintendent," Null said.
"We had no control over that."
Walker, 3S, faces charges of firstdegree
arson,
second-degree
manslaughter, second-degree assault
and 14 counts of wanton endangerment.
Walker entered a not guilty plea in Calloway County Circuit Court sept. 22
after a special grand jury indicted him.
Walker faced similar charges in 1999 for
the fire that killed Michael Minger and
critically injured Michael Priddy, but
the trial resulted in a hung jury and was
declared a mistrial in 2001.
Cases in which faculty members face
criminal charges are taken care of on an
individual basis as the Paducah Public
School district does not have a standard
policy, Greene said.
Greene said Walker will spend the
majority of his time at central office
writing grants.
"We have plenty to do there for him,"
Greene said. "He's going to be working
on grants and we need to generate as
much money as we possibly can."
Rick Roberts, physical education
teacher and former assistant principal
at Paducah Middle School, will serve as
interim in Walker's absence.
Greene said Walker will continue
working at central office pending future
court hearings.
"Everything's up in the air right now,"
Greene said. "This is such a different
situation because this is something that
happened 13 years ago. We're going to
try to watch this closely and evaluate as
we go."
Walker is set to appear at a status
hearing on Nov. 21 in Marshall County.
Null said he plans to file several
motions at that hearing as well as discuss Walker's productivity in society
since the initial mistrial in 2001.
"As I said at the arraignment we
expected to have extensive motions
and we would do that by that day,'' Null
said. "But I can't comment on the nature
of those motions."
Null said he has been sorting through
files from his client's previous hearings.
"The fact that we still had that me
was very helpful," Null said. "It could've
very easily been thrown away four or
five years ago. We never really had any
idea we'd ever need it again and I actu·
ally had several bids on destruction of
old flles going back even years before
that. If all of that had been done and if
those boxes had been destroyed, I don't
know where we'd be."
Null said he was given the discovery
of the Commonwealth last week.
~e have now received the discovery
of the Cqmmonwealth," Null said. "Of
course most of it is a repeat of what we
got 12 years ago."
Contact johnson at elizabetha.
johnson@murra:~state.edu.

Josh Jacobs, chief of staff, presents Information reQardlnQ the new library project at the student Government Association's meetlnQ Wednesday In the Barkley Room.

SGA contemplates new
Hb~

project

Senators will decide
whether to present
student fee vote
Meglwm Anclenon
Staff writer
Five blueprints lined the front of the Barkley
Room in the Curris Center Wednesday as the Student Government Association discussed plans for
a new library.
A new student fee may be added to help pay for
the debt incurred from the bonds for the library
project. For the fee to be added, it would have to
be approved by students, the Board of Regents
and the Council on Postsecondary Education.
The SGA Senate will decide next week if it
wants to present the idea to the students for voting.
"Thinking of a 20-year bond, (the fee) would be
$140 per semester, per student," Liz Harris, executive treasurer for SGA, said. "Thition is going to
go up regardless if the plan gets approved or not...
Harris said there are three ways to raise money
for the new library: money given to the Unlversi-

ty through donation, application for state aid or
the addition of a student fee.
One-fourth of the student body must vote in
support of the proposal to raise student fees for
the plan to continue in the procedure of approval.
"I want students to know that SGA is not mak~~ the fmal decision," Jeremiah Johnson, SGA
president. said.
Johnson said once the library is paid off. the fee,
if approved, would be removed from the students'
bills, unlike the fee used for the upkeep of the
Susan E. Bauernfeind Student Recreation and
Wellness Center.
The new library will have four floors housing
offices, study rooms, a small coffee shop as well
as all of the books, special collections, genealogy
and the University archives.
The library is being considered a student building in order to get funding from the state.
The estimated cost of the library is $62 million
and construction for the library is expected to
begin sometime between 2012 and 2014.
Mark Welch, director of community relations.
said students should look at t,Pe project in the
long term.
"I believe most students don't end their relationship with Murray State when they get their
diploma at Commencement," Welch said. "I hope
our students will understand that this proposed
library will be a legacy they can pass on to future
generations - perhaps even their chil.dren and

..1want students to knowthat SGA
is not makinq the final decision."
-Jeremiah Johnson
SGA President
grandchildren will benefit from their invest·
ment."
Adam Murray, dean of university libraries,
wrote in a statement that Murray State needs a
new library based on observations of use.
The door counts for the 2009-10 school year
were 490,388 people.
"It's not necessarily how many people are going
and sitting and using the library to study," Betsy
Banks. vice president of SGA, said. "We need
more space to study and we need some updating."
The document also stated if students decide
not to push forward with the new fee in support
of the library then the University libraries would
continue to accommodate the needs of the students, faculty and staff.
"This is not the fmal design proposal," Josh
Jacobs, chief of staff, said. "The idea is to somehow capture the needs of what needs to be in a
library."
Contact
Anderson
at
manderson22@
murraystate.edu.

Fights break out at Alpha Gamma Rho house
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
Flashlights flicked from one side
of the room to the other as people
squeezed passed each other in an
attempt to leave the Alpha Gamma
Rho house's basement in the early
morning hours on Oct. 16 as a fight
broke out between several males.
Tony Mohr, AGR president, said
the fight resulted when several people were observed vandalizing
sound equipment and became
aggressive after being asked to
leave. Mohr said rumors the fight
was based on race are false.
There was no confirmation to
whether members of the fraternity
were involved in the fight.
Calloway County Sheriff Bill

Markham and fellow officers
responded at 1 a.m., assisted by a
Kentucky State Police trooper.
Mohr said the fraternity handles
situations such as this by following
Alpha Gamma Rho's National Risk
Management Policy.
"I'm not sure of the extent to
which any fighting happened, but as
soon as I received word of the issue,
I brought a sberifl' deputy in ·and
shut down the party," Mohr said via
email. "No laws or University rules
were broken and everything was
taken care of peacefully.•
Tara Hawthorne, director for
Greek life, said she was unaware of
any incidents taking place.
A party attendant said she noticed
the fight beginning to break out
while she was dancing.
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"I was dancing and having a good
time and all of a sudden, I hear all
this commotion in the comer," she
said. "So my friends and I turn
around and we look and see what's
going on and we noticed they were
in a fight."
The witness said she saw the fight
escalade within minutes.
"It started off with a couple of
guys, and then a few more guys and
before you knew it, the whole corner was just throwing fiSts at each
other," she said.
At that point, she and the rest of
the party's attendants started mak·
ing their way to the side stairs.
"They started yelling at people,
'Get out! Get out! Get out!'" she said.
"While we're walking to the stairs,
someone's hand is placed on my

neck and pushes me out of the way
and I almost hit the ground," she
said. "It was some guy who was trying to run and get out of it."
She said when she got out of the
basement, she looked around for the
people she came with to leave.
"I fmally ran into them and I left
as quickly as possible," she said.
"But before I left, I witnessed·anotber fight between two guys. All of a
sudden, another guy came out of
nowhere and body slammed one of
them."
Don Robertson, vice president of
Student Affairs, said Thursday
afternoon that he just recently
become aware of the incident and a
formal investigation is underway.
Contact Russell at hrussell@
murraystate.edu.
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This week
Friday

Saturday

•All day "Racers Go~ Talent" sign 1.1p:
gotacers.com. open to all
•8:30 a.m. Women's Center "Crazy: In
Love,.: Wrather Mu.o;eum, open to aU
•10 a.m. Calvert City Convalescent
Center Annual Fall :Festival; 110 Con~
valescent Drive. Calvert City, Ky., $1

•All day "Racers GotTa1enf'lllgn up:
goracers.com. open tO all
•1 p.m. Football vs. F.asttrn Kentucky
University; Roy Stewart Stadium.
open to all
•4:30 p.m. Fountain Avenue Fall Fcs·
tival; Padu1..'tth Recreation C~nter,
open tu all
•S:lS p.m. nlackl ight Ghost Tour: The
National Quilt Museum, 11aducah,
Ky., ·reservation required
•7~ p.m. Cinema lntcrnational
"Che; Part One"; Curris Center The·
:uer, free

donation
•1 p.ro. Volleyball vs. U1' Martin;
Racer Arena; free \Vlth Racercard
•7:30 p.m. Cinema International
"Che: Part One"; Currls Center Theater, free

Sunday

Tuesday

Wednesday

•All dq "Racas Got Talent" sign up:
goracers.com. open to aU
-4 p.m. The 'Public Relations Student
Society of America; Room 106, Wil·
son Hall, open tu all
•6 p.m.
Art Guild of Paducl\h
Monthly Meeting; Raducah Art Guild,
open to .all
•1 ~Volleyball \'S. Eastern Illinois
University: Racer Arena, free with
Racercard
•8 p.m. "The Buried Life"; Curds
Center B:tllroom. open tu all

•10 a.m. SC'nior Salute for Dl·ccmber
20ll graduates: Dunce Lounge, Curris
Center; open 10 all graduating seniors
•2:30 p.m. Students of Sociology
meeting; Room 507. .faculty Hall.
open to all
,
•7 p.m. Wednesday 'Word & Worship:
Curris Center Theater: open to all
•7:30 p.m. "My Fair I.ady": Luther)'.
Carson's Four River Center, Paducah.
K>·.. $30

Police Beat
Oct. 20
, 2:13a.m. A caller reported an
assault in White College. An
officer was notified and took a
report for sexual misconduct
third degree.
11:42 a:m. A caller reported a
suspicious vehicle with a per:;on inside on Main Street. An
officer was notified.
10:32 p.m. The Murray State
Police was notified of a fire
alarm in Regents College. An
officer, Central Plant, Murray
Fire Department and state fire
marshal were notified.

Oct. 21
5:44 a.m. An offil:t:r issued a
verbal warning for disregarding a traft1c l~Ontrol device l)n
17th Street ami Collcgl' Farm

Road.

8:31 p.m. An officer wns notified of n burglary alarm actiVation in the Clara M. Eagle
GaiJcry. A keyholdcr wns notifiL•d and everything appeared
twrmnl.
10:41 p.m. A caller reponed she
locked her keys inside her vehicle. An officer was notified
and took an informational report.

Oct. 22

•An day ..Racers Got talent" slgn up;
g()racers.com, open to all
•1:30 a.m. "Ra« to the caDal": Land
Between the Lakes, $5 with .required
r~tration

•U a.m. The Journey Church; Curris

Center, open to all
•1 p.m. Purchase Players "Beyond the

Glorious Garden"; Mar~ethouse The4lter, Mayfield, Ky., $12
•7 p.m. Haunted Belle of the South;
304 North 6th Street. Paducah. Ky.,

Thursday
•AD

dar River's Edge lalienlational

rdm Festival; Maider~ Alley Cinema,

Paducah. Ky., SSO

•JO a.m. Senior Salute Cor December
2011 g.nt4uates: Dance l.QuDse, Curris
Center; open to all graduadng seniors
-5'.30p.m. Murray EQVlronnu:ntal Stu·

dent Society met'tiq; :Room 103, Carr
Health Building, open to aU
•7:30 p.m. "My Fair Lady": Luther F.
Carson's Four River Center. Paducah,
Ky.,$30

West Kentucky £.'Cpo parking
lot. The Murray State Police
were notified and took a crim·
inaI mischief report.

Oct. 23
1!08 a.m. A caller reported

theft of n computer in Hart
College. An officer was noti·
fled and took a report for theft
by unlnwful taking more than
$500 and second degree bur-

1:50 a.m. A caller reported a
person causing a disturbance
in the lobby of Springer Col·
lege. The individual threat·

I
I -

.M ONDAY NIGHT FOOTBALL
SERVING 40 CENT WINGS
7:30 P.M. TO CLOSE

••••••••••••••••••
JOIN us FOR TRIVIA!
WEDNESDAYS AT 7P.M.
HAPPY HOUR
MONDAY-FRIDAY
SATURDAY

Comer of lOth & Arcadia •

3-6

•All day "~cers Got Talent" sign up;
goracers.tom, opeo to all
·~45 p.;m. Zumba class; West Kentucky COmmunity and Technical Col·
lege Workforce Solution, $20
•S p.m. li'ail of Treats; CcntTal Park,
Murray, open to all
•7 p.m. Discovtr Iranian Theater:
Curri.,. Center- Theater, op~ to all
•9 p.m. Rocky Horror Picture Show:
Currls Center Ballroom, open to all

If you would like an event to appM in
the J'his week section. fill out a form In
Tbc Murray State 'News office at ttl Wil·
son Hall. fax to 809 317S or emaU infor·
mation to thenews@mWTaYstate.edu.

$12

gl:!ry.

12:01 p.m.; A caller reported a
non-injury accident in the Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot.
The Murrar State Police were
notified and took a vehicle col·
lision report.
4:06 p.m. A caller reported
theft of property from several ·
people at Roy StC\\.'llrt Sta·
dium. The Murray State Police
were notified. An officer took
21 reports for theft by unlawful
taking lcs~ th:m $500.
8:25 p.m . A caller rcport..:d
Jamage to a vehlch• in the

Monday

P.M.

11 A.M.-6 P.M.

759-8866 • Behind Cheri Theatres

WWW .BIG APPLEMURRAY. COM
..fl.. Love Big Apple? "Like Us" on Facebook. ~
IL.J Follow us on Facebook and Twitter. ~

encd to harm himself. An offi·
cer and ambulance were noti·
fled.
4:55 p.m. A caller reported a
motor vehicle accident in the
intramural field parking lot.
An officer was notified and
took a collision report.

Oct. 24
7:50 a.m. A caller reported a
student having a sei:wre in the
Old Fine Arts Building. An officer and Murray·Calloway
County ambulance were noti·
fied. An officer took a medical
report.

Oct. 25
,... p.m. Racer Patrol reported graffid on the west side ol the CurTis
Ceo.ter. The Murray State Police
and Central Plant were notified and
~a
for third degree crim·

12:03 p.m. A caller reported a
disabled vehicle near the
Chestnut Street-Five Points in·
tcrscction. The Murrar Police
Department and an officer
were notitit•c.l.
3:19 p.m. An officer arrested
William Shelby, freshman from
Paducah, Ky., on a warrant for
third degree sexual abuse.

Oct. 25
9:08 a.m. A caller reponed a
stray dog in the BusineliS
Building parking lot. An officer
and animal control center
were notified.
9:45 a.m. A caller reported a
burnt electrical smell in the In·
dustry and Technology Building. The
Murra~·
Fire
Department, an officer and
the state fire marshal were notified.
12:48 p.m. An officer served
criminal summons on Sta"-"Y
Wilson, junior from Marion.
S.C.. for second degree crlmi-

na) mischief concerning an

earlier e\·ent.

Oct. 26
10:17 a.m. Facilities Management reponed a fire alarm system would be out of scn•ice
until further notice. An officer
was notified.
11:31 a.m. A caller reported a
reckless driver on loth Street.
An vflicer and Murray Fire
Department were notified.
8:14 p.m. Racer Patrol re·
quested an officer for an open
door. The Murray State Polici:'
wcrcllotilied and the dl)or was
secured by an officer.
Motorist assists - 1
Ral.!cr escorts - 3
Arrests ·1
Assistant News Editor Haley
Russell compiles l'olite neat
with macerials provided by
Public Safety. Not all dispatched calls are listed.
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University begins reaccreditation prOCeSS'
Edward Marlowe
Staff writer
In an effort to prepare for the University's reaccreditation in
2014, fa<:ully and staff have begun preliminary ptocedures in
order to fadlltate the difficult process.
Jay Morgan, associate vice president of academic affairs, is
heading tip a task force of 175 faculty and staff members rt.!Sponsible for completing a near 50,000-page document to be submitted
for review to the Southern Association of Colleges anJ Schools
Commission on Colleges (SACS).
"We get accredited by SACS once every 10 years," Morgan said.
'"2014 is the year for our reaffirmation, and it lakes two ro three
years for the University to prcpart· fur the lung and in-depth
process."
Morgan said the document will cont;~in research and analysis of
96 standards created by SACS ust'd to evaluate the education plan
and its overall implementation at a postsecondary institution.
"Saying that this is our thesis is a good way of putting it," Morgan said.
"The 96 standards include 16 core requirt'ment areas (such as
institutional mission and effectiveness. financial resources and
general education}, 69 comprehensive standards (such as university governance, student affairs and services and educational pro·
grams) and ll federal requirements (such as Title IX, student
achievement and program curriculum).
The document must contain proof of these $tandards being met
on a regular basis. Morgan said. One example of proof, he said, i!>
the newly established Racer Writing Center.
"The writing center is part of the long-term, in-house inltiativt:
to improve quality of l~arning," Morgan said. "£n Spring 2012.
we'U continue to emphasize strengthening writing, but we'll
research and push a new focus in the coming years."
Each week a new task is assigned to the writing team in order

to maintain operations and meet upcotning deadlines.
''This week, we're having to (create PDFs for) every single faculty transcript and upload them to show that they have credentials in their area," Morgan said.
Josh Jacobs, chief o f staff and one of the lead writers ofthe document, stressed the importance of i t and the years of work ahead.
"Reaffirmation by SACS is critical to the University." Jacobs
sai~l. "We cannot continue to operate as an institlttion if we are
not rcaftirmed. All campus lmits are evaluating their procedures
and policies and their strategic planning processes as individual
units in relation to the lager institutional plan."
Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, expressed an
even stronger emphasis on the importance of accreditation.
"There is nothing more important than having that accreditation," Robertson said. ''It's critical for the value of your degree,
and the process provides a good opportunity to continually
review what you are doing an d make surt' you have everything in
place and doing things the way they should be dune.''
C)n Sept. 10, 2013, the 50.000-page document must be completed and sent to SACS headquarters in Decatur, Ga., for an offsitc
rev lew of the document.
"T hey'U spend the better part of three months goin~ page by
page checking over our facts and figures," Morgan said.
Following the submission of the documeru, faculty and staff
will create and deliver to SACS a Quality Enhancement Plan in
December 2013, which is an introspection describing where
improvements and adjustments can be made, Morgan said.
ln Spring 2014. an on-site revit'w team from SACS will stay
briefly on campus in order to validate the claims of the University-prepared document and bring questions created by the off-site
reviewers, Morgan said.
"If they have a question about our accounting process, they'll
be over in ac<.:ounting going through and making sure <mr process
h; correct,'' Morgan said. "If they have questions about a program,

they'll go and visit that department and investigate.''
The process reaches its end when SACS drafts a report based
on the experiences and findings of the on-campus visit. Morgan
said the University will receive the report card in December 2014.
'1t could say we are top notch o r here are two or three things
you need to work on, or it could say here are more than two or
three things you need to work on," Morgan said.
Even though Murray State will be under the microscope come
2014. Morgan said he believes the University has little to worry
about.
''T'm optimistic, but I'm realistic," Morgan said. " I'm optimistic
that we're going to have a good process, but they will probably
find a handful of things that we can improve upon. Murray State
has good people, and good people can get things dom•. The health
of our U niversity is in our peoplt>: it's not always in the bricks and
mortar or the nice classrooms that you sec or the Howcrs on campus. I'm putting stock in o ur people.'' ·

Contact Marlowe at cdward.marlowc@murrayst.Uc.cdu.

~Inside the story
What is accreditation?
• a voluntary method of qualrty assurance desl9ned primarily to
dlstl09ulsh schools adhermo to net of educational Standards
• examines th' Whole Institution 'to detefm1ne how wetl the parts work
together to meet the needs of sttiCtents
• a sl()lllflqint achievement pronouncii'IQ ari'lnstitutlon's quality Of
education
• d6l9ned to ~p educational institutions boost their ongolng
perform8n(e efforts
~

Reaccreditation Timeline
AatQ.Z011
Presidential
appointment letters
sent to writm

Aut. 2011

Presidential
presentaion at back·
to·school meeting

Dec. 2014

Sept. 2011

Sept. 2011
Campus press
releases announcing
reaffirmation
initiative

Sprint 2013

Oct. 2011

Organization of
standards begins

Meeting with campus-wide ~~.-.---...
administrators

Sept. 2011
Administrative, faculty,
staff and student
presentations

WHAT DO YOU WANT TO DO BEFORE YOU DIE?

THE BURIED LIFE

ADM.ISSION
SPONSORED BY

Full on·stte review
team visit on
Murray State's main
campus

Advisory visit of
campus by SACS

staff

Sept. 2013

Dec. 2011

Full compliance

Board or Regents overview
of reaffirmation

certification due to
SACS

Dec. 2014
Determination of

reaffirmation scheduled
at annual SACS
meeting
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Opinloo Editor: John Walker
Phone: 809-5873

Twitter. MSUNewsOpinion

Our View

At the head of the table
The staff editorial is the majority opinion of the editorial board of
The Murray State News.

Napoleon said an army marches on its stomach. That saying is
true not just for French dictators
but the rest of society as well.
There are plenty of other food
sayings out there but we're ~ure
you get the general gist.
Here on campus the same truth
can be applied to students. Campus is only as healthy as the food
in the cafeterias most especially
the food new students are eating.
Being on campus and establishing
oneself in a college career takes a
lot of energy and stress. This can
be mended by a healthy and
hearty diet.
There is no question Dining
Services does its best to serve the
University a good quality meal.
There are always diverse options
and the waiting time is never
more than a couple of minutes.
The commitment to a more sustainable Dining Services is commendable considering the practices of many other schools. Food
is composted at Pullen Farm and
the no-tray program and biodegradable to-go boxes put this
University a step ahead.
This semester there have been
a few issues regarding Dining
Service organization. When former head Richard Fritz left over
the summer the University started looking for a replacement and

I

I

appointed Don Robertson, vice
president of student affairs, as its
interim head. This may have
worked for a short while, but it is
past time to see a new head of
Dining Services. Even the wait till
January to find a new director is
starting show on the ground in
our dining facilities.
An operation that large with so
much responsibility to the well
being of this campus should not
be the second job of another very
important University adminstrator. The University has in the
past left many posts open under
the auspices of not finding willing or suitable candidates.
· It seems as though the Dining
Services army is being run by too
many lieutenants and no general.
With no clear chain of command
the student managers are being
left to fend for themselves, which
can only lead to a decline in the
quality of service. This is not the
fault of one person by any means.
The decision to fmd a new head
of Dining Services should have
become a priority once it became
apparent the former head would
not be returning this fall. There is
too much at stake for the University's image when it comes to
organization on campus.
We need a new director and we
need him or her yesterday. The
faster this position is filled the
faster campus can return to normal both in and out of the
kitchen,

Don't forget to visit us
at
.'

Cartoon by Nick Paxton

Campus Voice

.J)ay-to-day an across the campus

•
•
waiting for the doors to dose.
Why does the close door button
never work? It seems to go that
when another begins to approach,
only then do the doors close,
shutting the other out. And
though one unsuccessfully finnbled for the open doors button,
one feels responsible for the
other whom has missed the elevator. On such occasions, one can
but only think ''I tried."
Often around campus, another
person talks loudly and opinionated. More than not, this matter is
controversial and that person is
making his or her stance on the
subject to the general public.
Allow me to step outside of the
"one" for a moment: I personally
despise this loud ostentation.
l have no problem with speaking one's mind, for I am doing so
now, but must you yell? Yelling
gives a certain "Sermon on the
Mount" quality to your words and
I :find such things incredibly irritating. especially if you are
indeed preaching a sermon. To
quote the bumper sticker, "Don't
preach in my school and I won't
think in your church." Deal?
When one feels good about
oneself on a· particular day, for
any particular reason, such things
are delightful and good. What's
often better is seeing a friend that
feels the same, because this
makes two feel good. And often
best, when one passes a stranger
and that stranger feels good and
smiles to show it, it makes one
feel good because this feeling of
goodness is being passed along
from one to another. Great are
such things accomplished by
interactions with others.

1.

thenews.org

and follow us on twitter

@MSUNewsOpinion
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lllat do ,. 11M ...

your plans are
for Halloween?
''I'm dressing up as mother earth."
Kenzi Adams · Hopkinsville. Ky.
freshman

"I will be attending a masquerade. "
Kristine Scott· St. Louis, Mo.
junior

"I will be dressing up as. a Chinese
warrior and marching with the band
to thriller."
Samantha Crider· Dawson Spring~. Ky.
freshman
Jesse Carruthers/The News

Paducah, Ky.

In 11th century Japan, a
woman of the
court named
Sei Shonagon
wrote a series
of notes on
things
that
both pleased
and irritated
her. Her work,
"The Pillow

Book," was similar to a modern
day journal and often jumps from
one subject to another. Although
I am completely comfortable with
the fact that my own rendition of
"The Pillow Book" will be undeniably less witty or clever, this is
my take.
One is notified that one has
received flowers. Excited, one
rushes to the door only to fmd a
bouquet of carnations wrapped
with a glittering pink ribbon and
cellophane. Although one should
be happy that another .h as
thought of them, one cannot help
but be perturbed at another's lack
of floral taste. This is irritating
because not only do the flowers
not bring aesthetic pleasure, but
the situation makes one feel pretentious.
When a song begins to play,
one perks up, excited to hear an
old favorite. However, the old
favorite has been remixed and is,
by no means, the song one loves.
Furthermore, why did Vanilla Ice
have to make the beginning of
"Ice Ice Baby" so similar to
Queen's "Under Pressure?"
Cheap, V-Ice. Just cheap.
One gets up on time in the
morning, despite one's prefer·
ence to sleep just a bit longer.

One changes clothes, pulls oneselftogether, all to arrive among a
throng of flannel pajama-wearing,
shower-needing colleagues. Indubitably, one fmds this truly irritating and disrespectful.
When sharing a bed with another, the bed often begins to shrink.
It is easy for one to become too
hot, for one's shoulder to fall
asleep, one's neck to cramp.
When is the appropriate time to
tell the other to move over, to
give space? This predicament will
forever be confounding.
When one takes extra time to
carefully complete an assignment
for class, only to discover the
assignment will not be collected.
It is furthermore frustrating to
know that one is of a few that did
said assignment. Harsh as it may
be, it is frustrating when slackers
are unknowingly rewarded.
HQwever, when one is unprepared, for reasons that surely
vary, and one arrives in class and
learns that they have nothing due,
one is truly, truly relieved. In
addition to relief, one feels luck.
The feeling of luck always lends
to a feeling that something or
someone is on one's side. And
that is nice. indeed.
When autumn strikes and one
finds fallen leaves swept beneath
one's door. This reminder of
autumn is indicative of change,
which is the opposite of stagnation, and that is good. When one
dreams realistically of a worry on
one's mind, wakes up, feels
dreadful for a moment, but soon
realizes that it was all a dream.
This is certainly relieving.
When standing alone in an elevator, one grows impatient of
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Letters to the Editor
(This letter is a response to the
article "Students discuss nationwide protests" in the Oct.l4 edition of The Murray State News)

student must simply log on to
their myGate account and vote.
Computers with Internet are
available to students free of
charge in the campus library,
the Curris Center, residential
colleges, computer labs throughout the buildings on campus and
on our satellite campuses.
Elections are promoted the
week of elections with signs, in
classes by SGA members,
throughout the Internet on
Facebook and Twitter and posted prominently on the University's webpages.
It was also suggested the SGA
is not representative of the student body. We are very blessed
to have such a diverse and outspoken campus, which is why
the SGA makes such an effort to
have representatives of different sex, race, age, academic
years, educational areas, campus organizations as well as faculty and staff represented.
In the years I've been in the
SGA we have voted on opening

.

It seems to me there has sim-

ply been a breakdown in communication regarding how the
Student Government Association ..;.,orks. If people are unhapPY with something, we (SGA)
welcome and encourage them to
express their concerns to us. If
their concerns aren't being discussed in Senate meetings it is
because they haven't used the
resources we have put in place
for them to use. It was
expressed the SGA election system is not friendly to the student body.
The SGA elections are purposely held on myGate every
year because every single student, whether traditional, nontraditional, full-time, part-time,
on-campus, off-campus or at our
satellite campuses, have automatic access to the site. Every

(This letter is a response to a letter in the
Oct. 21 edition of The Murray State News)
Thanks to Mike Dillon from Benton who
posed some excellent questions. He asked
why I would spend time writing a letter on
something I thought was a ridiculous. waste
of time. The idea of any power of prayer
beyond personal satisfaction or placebo
effect is a dangerous delusion. A key point of
my commentary was to point out that a top
presidential candidate made a state proclamation implying there is such power. If the
governor of Texas can't do the math on the
efficacy of praying for rain in the 21st century, is he really qualified to run the most
powerful and technologically advanced
country on the planet?
That is a point worth discussing. Secondly, dozens of children die often in horrible
pain in the United States every year due to
willful neglect of their medical conditions
by well-meaning parents who have been
horribly misinformed by their religious
teachers about the power of prayer. Calling
attention to that is no waste of time.

~~~ t

Jaywalking
numerous positions so we can
better represent Murray State as
a whole. The SGA Senate has
representatives from every academic college, between two and
four senators depending on the
size of the college, which are
determined by votes from students in that academic college.
There is also a representative
from every residential college,
voted on by students of their
residential college. Senators
keep informed their assigned
Corp groups that consist of
every student organization on
campus that checks the box stating they want information
regarding SGA when they register their organizations each
semester. There are positions
that freshmen, sophomores,
juniors and seniors can fill.
For the most part, the only
requirement for applying is a
G PA requirement. The SGA
actively encourages anyone and
everyone to apply. As far as the
low voter turnout in SGA elec-

Additionally, there is a growing anti-vaccine movement, including religious exemption statutes enacted in the majority of
states that allow people convinced of the
power of prayer to opt out of proven vaccinations thereby increasing the likelihood of
exposing not only their children to once
eradicated horrible infectious diseases, but
other children as well. People do get hurt by
belief in the power of prayer, mostly children who have no recourse. Dillon assumed
I would not like my life's work in psychology to be disparaged.
On the contrary, publishing of ones'
research is a requirement of any practicing
scientist in any field and it is thereby subjected to pointed analysis, critique and even
brutal criticism, something I welcome.
That's how the improvement of human ideas
occurs. Disproven ideas like the power of
prayer are retaught each generation without
question all over the world. Dillon made no
attempt to refute either my facts or reasoning that prayer doesn't make rain, cure cancer and the like. I would defend his right
both privately and publicly to engage in

tions; we openly encourage students at Murray State to get
online and vote. No one is more
upset than the SGA when students don't participate in elections. We are actively seeking
.new ways to promote our organization, events and elections.
We gladly welcome any suggestions the students at Murray
State have to offer.
For a list of the committees
that SGA members sit on, a list
of the faculty and staff that
attend meetings or to find out
whom your representatives are
please contact the SGA office at
809-4491. To obtain an application for a position on SGA visit
www.msusga.com or stop by the
SGA office located on the first
floor of the Curris Center and
pick one up.

Kate Watson
senior from
Henderson, Ky.

whatever religious practice he chooses, we
both agree that is a freedom this country
was founded upon, enshrined in tl}e First
Amendment, but freedom of speech is protected by that amendment as well.
Government officials that endorse praying
for rain and parents who believe children
can be protected from death and disease by
prayer should be publicly challenged in an
open forum such as that provided here by
The Murray State News.
When Dillon says he will pray for me I
assume he has good intentions and is not
requesting personal harm to me or my eternal damnation.
Either way, I am not incensed, bitter nor
threatened in the least as the power of
prayer beyond making the prayer feel good
is most likely non-existent or at least van·
ishingly small and improvable.

William Zingrone
assistant professor
of psychology

------~~~~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-------------------
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"ResUlts from tlie
Oct. 21 Question
of the Week:
Should there be
an increase in fees
to pay for the

Oo/o

No

new library?

Cl.leen to _ the weekend.
Most weekends are pretty
simple. Sleep in. have fun
and foQJet school. But this is
Halloween weekend, which

Clleen to - Steve
Jobs' biographer
telliJ;lg it like it is

l

•

and not building
up the man just

because he built a technological empire. Nothing is
more important than reveallas q.e truth. Even if it
seems a little too soon.

Check itt
• Thl Newt facebook

Yes

means a lot more~
to look f;orward to.
So don't let the
bastards get you
dOWD.

AmiTY KLAUS

Nick Paxton

Qp1n.ions ar~
worthless until
they are appear in the
public record.
So stop thinking about
your bid for the
presidency and send
us all of your crazy
ideas.

Jeers to - $tudent loan
to ... ther~
debt reachlns a record high ]een
being no way o
this week. Who ever telling what th
thought young people weather is going to
co\IW be so care- be. All those poor
~~~
with money? souls who don't know how to
t's not like our dress'for sporacllc tempeaaarents led a bad ture CMftleS. How many outexample ot any- of-state students are on this
thing. 011, walt.
campus?

Stop believing
I believe there
are many reasons
to give up on our
current political
system, and no, I
am not writing
about a failure of
democracy. I am
writing about the
John Walker failure of our hiOpinion Editor partisan political
sytem coerced by
the fmancial industry. This nation no
longer holds public interest over corporate profits. Skyscrapers are temples and Wall Street banks are
denominations. l don't know about
you, but I grew up in a split family.
My father was raised in Bank of
America and my mother Citigroup. It
was ·a conflicted childhood to say the
least.
Does this sound absurd? Reality
usually does. But 10 years from now
this generation is going to wake up
with more . problems thail even our
current dreams can imagine. The fossil fuel crisis will be in full swing at
that point, driving up energy prices.
The economy will be worse than it is
today. Our geopolitical standing will
be on the deCline after a decade of
diplomatic negligence.
Even after this reality takes hold
there will be no progress because of
bitter fighting between the two parties. Of course this is only a problem
for the majority of the country.
Those with the most to lose need the
ch~os to keep the status quo. Without the left and right screaming at
each other the world may get quiet
just long enough to hear the bankers
laughing their asses off.
When we look back at the world
we have created let's not fool our
children. When they ask how we lost
this battle to create a better world do
not do as our parents did and pass
the burden onto them. Just make sure
to tell them the truth. The truth
about how you did nothing. When
the American Autumn began you
could only criticize it because of its
djly.ted message. Tell the truth about
h{)w you were busy at playing your
favorite video game or watching the
next episode of a show with no quality. Above all else, make sure to at
least tell the next generation it is all
your fault. Your lack of action is
what brought this country to its
knees. Not from an outside force, but
from a virus within.
And while waiting for the perfect
vaccine to come take care of the multitude of problems facing us today
there was never once the realization
of our own capabilities. We are the
cure to the ails of this country. Our
collective force of direct democracy
and community welfare is the only
cure there ever was to the sickness
known as unchecked capitalism.
The social contract we deserve is
not the same as the one envisioned
by the Enlightenment thinkers. Our
world is wholly different from any
one they could have imagined. Their
ideas are only as relevant as the
issues they addressed in their own
time and are not applicable to our
current situations. Until we recognize this, there will be no progress.
Contact Walker at john.walker@
murraystate.edu.

THE 12TH

wlnlon forum:

Share your thoughts about articles,
current events or campus happenings.

By The Numbers is now

exclusively online at
The Murray state News
Facebook page
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Is there an age
when we
should stop
dressing up
for Halloween?
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Election 2011

Citizens' guide to the
Murray ballot
ChrisWUcox
Staff writer
The Calloway County General Election is Nov. 8.
,Below are listed the offices being voted upon and those who are
running for them.

r~tary

of State:

• Bill Johnson. Republican, wants to expand
civic education programs, preserve the
integrity of the election process and remove
governmental obstacles blocking the creation
of jobs. (kentuckybill.com/issues)
• Alison Grimes, Democrat, wants to create
jobs, generate interest in elections, promote
and preserve voting rights and help small
businesses and non-profits. (alison20ll.com/
goals)
Allte Douglass/The N1:ws

Sen. David Williams stops In Murray on his state-wide tour to address local Republicans. As of Oct. l7, Williams was behind in the polls by 28 points.

Gubernatorial candidate makes
13st-minute local ca1npaign stop
Chris Wilcox
Staff writer
Senate President David Williams,
Republican gubernatorial candidate, came
to Murray Thesday, as a part of his "A Real
Plan for Real Jobs" bus tour.
Sen. Ken Winters. John Kemper III, candidate for state auditor, Bill Johnson, candidate for secretary of state, and Williams'
running mate Richie Farmer, all joined
Williams on his state-wide tour.
Before Williams' address to local
Republicans.
Winters
introduced
Williams as Kentucky's next governor.
Despite Winter's introduction, recent
polls between Williams and Gov. Steve
Bcshear. the top two candidates, show a
significant difference.
Polls taken from Oct. 17-19 by
mycn2.com state Beshear maintains a 28point lead over Williams.
Kate Watson, senior from Henderson,
Ky., and president of the Murray State College Republicans, said Williams' stops on
his tour suggests that his campaign is still
strong.

"I think Sen. Williams has shown great
interest and support on his tour," she said.
During the speech Williams said his primary objectives were to improve economy and t•reate jobs, cut the size and cost of
the government and protect conservative
family values.
"Obamacare is
unconstitutional,"
Williams said. ""We also want to fight
abortions and fight for coal."
Watson said Williams' Jobs and Economy Plan is supported by Republicans
across the state and is held in high regards
by the conservative members of the community.
Watson said she sees change in the
overall Democratic state, and hopes citizens begin to change their votes.
"I think Kentucky as a whole is traditionally Democratic but that's changing
and our conservative voters are beginning
to vote Republican." she said.
Watson said she believes if Beshear
wins, the state would see no economic
relief.
"He will definitely say he has balanced
the budget for the tenth time, when in

reality, we will be further in debt," sbe
said.
Farmer said Kentucky is No. 35 on the
list uf business-friendly states and that is
directly related to how Beshear is running
the state.
"Unemployment has almost doubled
since Beshear's administration." Farmer
said. "By creating jobs here we can
improve the economy."
"His administration is a failure and it's
being covered up," Williams said.
Williams said his plan could change
Kentucky to make it the best place to create and sustain jobs.
Williams said Tt•nncssce is the place to
live due to their tax codes.
"Tennessee doesn't tax propt>rty and we
do, I want to change that," Williams said.
Williams concluded the meeting saying
Beshear was clearly the wrong choice for
governor as proven by his actions.
Said Williams: wwc arc in a terrible
financial situation that Bcshear has created and I want to change that."

Contact
Wilcox
murraystate.cdu.

at

Assistant News Editor
The Winter Term schedule was released last Friday and its
inaugural term begins with student registration on Nov. 7.
Winter Term professors will post syllabi on Dec. 2 and the term
will begin on Dec. 12.
Jay Morgan. associate provost and vice president of academic
affairs. said this registration is the first Winter Term the University has offered.
"We need all students to register by (Dec. 11)," he said. "So a
student would not be able to come in on the Friday before and try
to jump in because of the complexities of kind of working things
out and having a trial run."
A week before the University closes down, students will have
time to get materials and books and talk to professors, if need be,
Morgan said.
The CTLT help desk is available from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for students and faculty who experience technical difficulties even
though the University's campus is closed.
Morgan said Wmter Term courses range from a~rriculture to
social work, but also have general education courses.
''I'm really excited that we have a large variety of courses,'' Morgan .said. "Our hope is that in the future, we can grow this a little
more. We're really excited for the number of courses: 35 courses
this year."
·
The way the course list was made was by offering the faculty
and staff an opportunity to teach a Winter Term course and have
each volunteer.
"We didn't necessarily choose the courses. we tossed it out to

• 'lbdd P'Pool, Republican, wants to fight the
Obama healthcare plan, fight for coal, get
tough on drugs and fight corruption. •(toddppool.com/issues)

• Jack Conway, incumbent Democrat, wants
't o fight Internet crime, protect families, crack
down on drugs, help students and fight mortgage and Medicaid fraud. (jackconway.org/
· the-issues)

Auditor of Public
Accounts:
• John Kemper m, Republican, wants to keep
the coal industry running, defend the unborn,
protect traditional marriage, cut government
spending, fight government operated healthcare systems and create lobs. (johntkemper.
com/issues)
• Adam Edelen, Democrat, wants to fight corrupt public officials, create citizen auditors,
run government practices more efficiently and
effectively and provide government transparency. (adamedelen.com/issues)

cwilcox2@

University releases new term schedule
Haley Russell

rney General:

faculty and we asked faculty if they would bJ interested in teaching a Winter Term course," Morgan said. "And we got this feedback. which is super."
Morgan said he anticipated only 12 courses. 'Ibc: maximum
number of students the term can hold is 625, though it is not
expected the courses will max out.
"Realistically. if we're in the 200 range, we've probably had a
very successful year," Morgan said.
Kristen Jewell, junior from Louisville, Ky., will enroll in the
Winter Term for J>hilosopliy 201, introduction to philosophy.
"I think it's really important for students who maybe failed a
class or want to get ahead," Jewell said.
Josh Adair, assistant professor of English and philosophy, will
conduct HUM 211. introduction to humanities.
"I chose to teach this class because l know that humanities is
required for all students and I knew it would help to take during
off term and not worry about other work," he said.
Because of his past experience in teaching online humanities
courses, it seemed only natural to teach this term, he said:'
Adair said the new Term is great for students because it gives
them a wider variety of opportunities.
"1 think it's awesome, since students arc only allowed to take
one course. it's a good opportunity to focus on that work especially if it's a class they might not be looking forward to."
For the beginning Winter Term, there is no financial aid available for students, something Morgan said he hopes to sec change
in the future.
Offering graduate courses and financial aid arc two gl)als Morgan said he has for future Winter Terms.

• K..C. Crosbie. Republican. wants to keep
spending low, and believes Kentuckians
should expect more of their Treasurer.

' • LJ.

Hollenbach, incumbent Democrat,
wants to Invest the state's money more wisely,
protect teacher retirements and save taxpayer
(hollenbachtreasurer.com/pages/
money.
issues)

• Kenneth Moellman }L, Libertarian, wants to
bring operations of the office up to date,
streamline repetitive activities and develop
and present a transition plan to eliminate the
office of treasurer. (ken4ky.com/ken_
platform)

• James Comer. Republican, wants to protect
the unborn, provide government transparency,
oppose government run healthcare and government bailouts. enhance rural economic
developments and preserve Kentucky's agriculture.
(jamescomer.com/Ag_policy_
overview)

Contact Russell at hrusseli@Jmuiraystate.edu.

• Robert Farmer, Democrat, wants to provide agri-economic development, to continue
Kentucky Proud, further agriculture education and promote green organizations.
( farmerforkentucky.com/issues)

--------------------------,

Local candidates for both county surveyor and second
magisterial district constable are write-in.
Cont;Jct Wilcox at cwilcox2@murraystate.edu.
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• All rooms have refrigerJtor and microwave.
• Rated 100% by Dert. of Public Health.
•Owned and operated b}' an MSU graduate.
• The only 100% non-smoking and pet-free
hotel/motel in town.
•
• Free high speed wl rl'les!> internet.
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Online reservations: murrayplazalodge.com
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10% OFF for Murray State parents, alumni and vi!>itorsl
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Center educates public on assault

· lambda Cbi Alpha hosts food drive

I

Lambda Chi Alpha fraternity will host the 18th annual North
American food drive. This cfrQrt is the largest single-day inter·
national philanthropic event put on by college students and
w}ll benefit Murray'$ Need Unc.
Murc thttn 8.000 pcc)plc collt.~ct non-perishable food ltems
.1nd donntc to a ltll::nl arc.~! food pantry.
In the past 17 yc<~n;, The North American Food Drive bas provided more than 38.8 million pounds of food across the United
States and Canada, with 2,986,689 pounds of food donated last
year.
The Food Orivc's goal this year is to collect 3 million pounds
of food.
Th<: brothers of Lambda Chi ,Alpha will give residents of Cal·
loway County brown sacks Sunday and ask they ftll them with
non-perishable foods. On .Nov. 5, tbc residents who parttcipate
should set the bags outside for collection.

k~ss<•I.Mrulncrs/Thr' Nl'l\'!i

Mock police tape Is strung in front of a staged domestic abuse crime at the Women's Center's 'Crazy
in Love' elChibit in Wrather Museum this week. The walk·throuoh exhibit ends this afternoon.
vindng manner. It took a breakthrough in
previous schools of thought to reach out
to victims and educate people effectively
on the signs of domestic violence, she
said.
"We had to figure out a program that
showed thnt hitting ic; way on down the
road in an abusive relationship," Etheridge
said. "Jealousy, obsessiveness, isolation
and coercion are all signs, and women are
just hammered down and vertially and
psychologically abused until nothing is
Walking through a person's life over the
course of six months to a year, she said, is
the best W:l}' to show visceral results of
constant domestic abuse and the toll it
takes on n woman's psyche.
''In abusive relationships. the red flags
just keep mounting and mounting and it's
getting harder and harder until women
cannot escape the pressure," she said.
"Crazy in LO\'e" has accompanying
exhibits called "The Clothesline Project"
and "Gone, But Not Forgotten." "The
Clothesline Project" showcased T-shirts
created by survivors of domestic violence,
while "Gone, But Not Forgotten'' mcmori·
alized 98 women in Kentucky who hnve
died to domestic violence injuries since
2008.

die every d!IY due to domesl~110tence

·Women between the • of
20 and 24 experience the
tiiCjhlit lite Of 'Cioill$tio'W"

lence

Student research receives .g r.ant
Susan Lawhead. senior from Glen Carboo.lll., was awarded a
$500 grant fmm the Office of Undtrgraduate Research and
SCholarly Activity for her proposal "The Milleonials vs. The
&by Boomers: A Weight loss Study." Her research mentor is
Keith Doolcr. assistant professor of psychology.
In her pro,Wsal, Lawhead examines the psycbQlogical aspect
weight ]\lSS across a lifespan,
Tht• goal of her researth is to assist healthcare providers to
ctl!atc age-specific weight-loss interventions and she will sub-mit ber research for presentation at' the Association of PsychO..
logical Sciences confE;rence :and during Murray State's Scholars
Week April lG through 20.
She also plans to submit lter findin~ for publication .to the
1-lcalth Psychology and Psi Chi Journal for Undergraduate
Research.

or
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l.mportant facts about abuse (in the US)
·On average, three women

I

Across campus

Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
Every nine seconds. a woman living in
the United States will be battered by her
husb;md, boyfriend or live-in-partner. This
and many other startling facts are shared
at "Crazy in Love" hosted by the Women's
Center this week in Wrather Museum.
StuQ.~nts and faculty walk in the harrowing footsteps of Jerma McKowsk-y and
Chris lnes, two fictitious students who feU
desperately in love buL did not live happily ever after.
Their stories unfold in the confines of a
sc.lf-guided. room-by-room exhibit showing the progression of dating violence and
the red flags associated with domestic
abuse.
Each room presents an interactive snapshot of the budding relationship, using
video blogs, written journals and theatrical staging to show the dangers of ignoring signs of abuse in a relationship.
Co-coordinators Sarah Wang and Amy
Anglin, student volunteers at the
Women's Center, created Jenna and Chris
using personal accounts of abuse victims.
but added twists to their stories to make
their lives fictional.
"This program has a very 'Law and
Order· sort of feet to it," Anglin said.
Wang said sbe gains satisfaction knowing there is a progran1 that reaches out
and allows people to share their expcrienct's.
"What people say to me afterward, and
the comments they leave on the comment
board, it's really worth it to me," Wang
said.
Those comments, she said, help the
Women's Center create more realistic scenarios and programs for the future.
·~s much as we're trying to educate others, we are educated when people share
their comments and stories with us," she
said.
Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's
Center, shed light on how the program has
developed over the years.
"Whenever I did a domestic violence
program in the past, people always kept
asking 'What is wrong with these women
who stay in these situations?'" Etheridge
said.
Tired of hearing the blame being shifted
townnl women, Etheridge set out to find a
wa~· to exhibit the signs of abuse in a con-
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Murray State staff dies in her home
Upon finishing the fivc-ro,>m walkthrough of the relationship hcLwccn Jcnna
and Chris. students were met with signs
and pamphlets on domestic violence providt!d by the volunteers.
Etheridge said domestic abuse is on the
rise in the local area and awareness of the
problem is more necessary than ever.
"When the economy goes down, alcohol
consumption increases," she said. "When
that happl'ns. you better believe domestic
abuse inacases."
An unonymous quotl' left on the comment board sums up everything the program tried to explain to visitors.
"If you really lov<.-d me, you wouldn't
put your hands on me," it read.
If you or anyone you know suffers from
domestic Yiolcncc, contact the Women's
Center at &09-3140 or the Merryman
House Domestic Crisis Center in 1\lurray
at 759·.Z373.

Conwct Marlow~ at L'dw;~rd.mar/()wc@

Amy Sasseen, SJ. inrernal auditor for Murray State, died on
S.!lu'nla>' in her home due to cancer.
She was survived by bet' mother, one daughter, one ~Qo and
two sisters ani! prect:cded in death by .Huston Douglas 6Qlhnd.
Service~ were held at 2 p.fO. in 'Byrn funetai Chapel and ()ffi·
ciated by the R"w. Spence Pate.
Donations can be made to Lourdes Hospice in Padui:ah, Ky..
or to th~ American Cancer Society in Paducah. Ky.

Estate gift establishes scholarsblp
Murray State h:ts received a $500,000 t:.":\ate '8ift to create
"The John C. llnd Nell Hall Vickery Sch<>larsffip" in the College
of ~Cicm:d, Hngim•cring and Technology.
All students pursuing a major ,in Sci~nct:, Engine~ and
Tcchnnlngy arc able to apply, with preference given to majors
and min<.m; in mathematics.
Nell Hall Vickery, ><me of the Unlvc~it)"s early graduates,
~arncd an bachelor's degree in mathematics with prlnors in
French and physics.
Nell b~gan il teaching career in TenncSI!t:e after graduation,

))Ut\stiJI.•eptin CUM:K:!' Witbibe ~~.

murra.~~st:Jtc.edu.

CONGRATULATIONS FROM
THE UNIVERSITY STORE,
DECEMBER GRADS!
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Winslow reinforces policy i\drnirUstratorS
visit Korea, China
Chris Wilcox

Staff writer

David DeVoss, chief of police and director of public safety and emergency management, said via email the Dining Services staff at Winslow Dining Hall bas contacted University Police to report two
incidents involving the same two people
takillg food without paying.
Mike Young, assistant vice president of
Student Affairs. said the issue involved
someone allegedly trying to sneak into the
dining hall through exit doors.
Young said two brothers, one of whom
is a non-student, were involved. The nonstudent was banned from Winslow and
the affuiate was talked to about not allowing his brother access without paying.
Neither brother now attends Murray
State, he said.
Timothy Bruce, department chef manager of Winslow Dining Hall, said he
knew of one of the instances but did not
contact public safety about it.
·
"In the two years fve been here I've
never had to contact campus security,"
Bruce said.
One case on Oct. 5 warranted the Murray State Police to arrive on scene at
Winslow Dining Hall to handle the incident, according to official police logs.
Bruce said on the instance a non-student attempted to sneak through a line of
students, an unusual occurrance.
"I know of no instances where citations
were given, although there have been
instances where we have had to clarify the
rules," Bruce said.
Bruce said the problems typically arise
with incoming freshmen or international
students who are unaware of the rules set
in place.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs who serves as interim Dining
Services director, said the issue is smaller
than it appears.
"I thin1c there has been some misunderstanding with the international students
on what they can take out but those rules
are explained to them when the need arises," Robertson said.
Rules Bruce mentioned include not
allowing students to share meal cards,
charge their account for a to-go meal but
eat inside, take extra food to-go or take
multiple items from the facility without
using a to--go charge.
Bruce said the general rule is if students

CbrisWllcox
Staff writer

Astudent fills a to-oo box at Wllnslow Dinino Hall. where two pollee-Involved Incidents were reported.
pay to eat at the facility they can eat as
much as they want while they're inside
the building. Students should leave when
they're full, not taking extras. If students
get a to-go box at the door, they are
allowed to put whatever they want in the
box and cup with a limit of two entrees. If
a student pays to have it to·go, they need
to get their food and immediately leave, he
said.
When an issue comes up, the student or
students involved have a meeting with
Bruce, Joseph Woods, assistant manager
of Winslow Dining Hall, or Tresa Jones.
facilities food service supervisor.
Bruce said a handful of students may
take advantage of the system, but most
Murray State students know how to
behave.
"One or two might try and abuse the
system but in general there is no prob·
lem," he said.
Bruce said there is no definite issue and
when a problem does come up it takes a
judgment call to decide whether the prob·
lem warrants a discussion that take place
under different circumstances.
The only reason the Murray State Police
would need to be involved is if there were

frequent offenders, Bruce said.
Some students said they were ignorant
of any rules regarding the portions
allowed with to-go meals.
Amanda Robinson, freshman from Ben·
ton, Ky., said she was unaware of any policy.
,
"I didn't even know there were set
rules," Robinson said. 'Tve never been
told them or seen them posted up in
Winslow. I don't .see taking an apple as
stealing, but if you sneak through the Jines'
like some people do, it is."
Hailey Buth. junior from Louisville, Ky..
said she was aware of general rules, but
nothing specific.
"rm not sure of any specific rules; I just
know for to-goes you're allowed two
entrees," Buth said.
·
Robertson said did not know of any
issues regarding Winslow's rules.
"I think the rules are pretty simple, but
if people are saying we need to clarify the
rules we can certainly 'do so," he said.
"(Winslow) has a limit on what can be
taken out so the prices don't go up for
everyone."
Contact
Wilcox at cwilcox2@
murraystate.edu.

Four of Murray State's administrators worked side-by·side with
Chinese and South Korean colleges for 22 days this month to
build partnerships geared toward increasing recruitment for the
University and involved developing exchange programs.
Don Robertson, vice president of Student Affairs, Provost Bonnie Higginson, Luis Canales. director of the Institute for International Studies, and Guangming Zou, associate director of the
lnstitute for International Studies returned last week.
Zou said Murray State bas active pannerships with eight universities in Korea and 12 universities, including the People's Education Press, in China.
Higginson said the goal of the trip was to rekindle agreements
that have gone dormant and to develop partnerships with other
universlt ies.
"The main point 9f the trip was to visit our existing partner universities in China and South Korea and to establish one, maybe
two new agreements," she said.
Murray State bas several existing exchange programs used
every year, she said.
"Every year, four of their (professors) come here, two in the fall
and two in the spring;" she said. "They work here for a semester
for experience."
Higginson said the trade-off is that during the summer the University has programs called Discover China in which the college
takes Murray State faculty and students to Beijing, under the
sponsorship of foreigh schools
"It's a wonderful agreement that provides a cultural tour for
students and faculty," Higginson said.
Robertson said another objective of the trip was to develop
relationships to generate programs for faculty exchange, study
abroad programs and discover programs that he said the University hopes to promote for many years to come.
"We met with a lot of institutions, made contacts, did presentations over what we hoped to achieve as a university," he said. "We
made good connections while we were there."
Zou said the administrators visited three universities in Korea Sangmyung University, Chungnam National University and
Gyeongsang National University, and seven universities and one
educational institution in China - Yunnan Normal University,
Gannan Normal University, Jiangxi University of Science and
Technology, ]iangxi Environmental Engineering Vocational College, Ludong University, Hebel University of Economics and Business. Beijing Language and Culture University, along with the
People's Education Press.
Canales said China and Korea are twh countries in which
recruitment is imperative.
"China is, in fact, the country that currently sends the most students to the U.S., so naturally we want to recruit over there,"
Canales said.
Contact Wilcox at cwilcox2@murraystate.cdu

All-Greek Assembly awards chapter ~xcellence, achievements
Haley Russell
Assistant News Editor
More than 800 members of Greek
Grganizations on Murray State's campus filled the Curris Center's small
and large ballrooms Thesday.
The Greek Assembly is a biannual
event awarding the chapters for
excellence, programs and education.
'lara Hawthorne, director of Greek
life, said she enjoys awarding excel·
lence among the chapters.
"I love it," she said. "I think what I
love is that the entire ballroom, small
and large, is full of fraternity and
sorority members, they come all
dressed up and it's just exciting to see
everyone there and be recognized for
their hard work."
Along with the awards the chapters
receive, each chapter's initiates are
introduced and recognized.
Beginning the ceremony, Josh
Jacobs, the president's chief of staff,
introduced academic excellence
awards to Sigma Phi Epsilon fraternity and Delta Sigma Theta sorority
who were awarded trophies.
Jeremiah Johnson, president of
Order of Omega, aGreek honors socity, introduced the new pledge class
and awarded all initiates pins signify-

ing their entrance to the Greek Honor
Society.
Santana Baker, senior from Benton,
Ky., and Amber Mills, senior from
Carbondale, Ill, introduced non-aca·
demic awards.
Baker, Pan-hellenic president, said
it is important to show respect to the
chapters on campus who are doing
well through the Greek Assembly.
"The Greek Assembly is great for
just showing appreciation to all
Greek chapters and all the work
they've done over the past year," she
said.
Baker said it was a way to encourage other chapters to excel as well.
''It's awesome to recognize each
chapter and also it's a motivator for
other chapters to do well for the next
year," she said.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority was awarded the best chapter education pro·
gram. Alpha Sigma Phi was awarded
the most philanthropic chapter with
its servJce in Habitat for Humanity
and Alpha Omicron Pi and Lambda
Chi Alpha were ·recognized for the
top collaborative community service
with their work with the Big Brothers
Big Sisters organization in Murray.
Sigtna Sigma Sigma sorority
received an award recognizing its

•

community service, and its chapter
adviser, Megan Montez was recognized as the adviser of the year. ·
Martika Clark, senior from Lexing·
ton, Ky., and president of Gamma
Gamma Sigma was awarded president of the year.
The assembly concluded with.
chapter excellence awards.
Alpha Delta Pi sorority, Alpha
Gamma Delta sorority, Lambda Chi
Alpha fraternity and Sigma Phi
Epsilon fraternity won the silver
chapter excellence award.
Alpha Sigma Alpha, Sigma Sigma
Sigma, Alpha Omicron Pi and Alpha
Sigma Phi were awarded with the
gold chapter excellence award.
Contact Russell at hrusscll@
murraystate.cdu.

Carrutht'rs/7he News

Tara Hawthorne. director of Greek life, awards Michael Shepherd, senior from Cox Creek. Ky.,
the President's Cup at the All-Greek Assembly Tuesday.

ATTEnTIOn SEniORS!!
Th e Fall Senior Breakfast will be held Thursday,
November 17 at 8 a.m . in the Curris Center Ballroom . Seniors and graduate students who are
graduating in December 2011 are invited to the
breakfast free of charge .

Students should RSVP to the Office of Student Affairs no
later than Thursday, November 10. msu.studentaffalrsomurraystata.edu
Faculty and staff may purchase tickets for $5 from an
administrative assistant in their area or the Office of Student
Affairs. For more information contact the office at 809:6831 .

\Mit w at shesthcflrst .org
and QoiRow w >tshestheflr$t to team mane
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Illegal Man Downfield

• Apeek inside the University office
• of Athletic Media Relations, part 1

Facial hair, an art of manliness: Part 3
It's the moment you've all been
waiting for, that's right it's beard
time. For my Last two articles I've
given you the top mustaches and
goatees in sports, but now it's
time for the grand fmale, the big
show, the true champion of facial
hair.
Every young boy wants to grow
a beard. Nothing says I'm a man
Dylan
quite like having a bunch of hair
Stinson
all over your face.
Beards are special to men and Assistant Sports
have a prominent presence
Editor
throughout history. All the greatest leaders and heroes have had beards: Jesus, Abraham Uncoln, Chuck Norris and Santa Claus. Beards
are a sign of wisdom and strength. When I see a man
with a beard I think to myself, MNow, there's a man
who has it all together." In sports there are men of all
sorts who proudly flaunt their beards but there are
three who have gone above and beyond society's
expectations for beards and have brought the meaning and style of beards to a whole new level in the
athletic world and elsewhere.

No. 3 Brian Wilson
Many of you probably thought I was going to place
Brian Wilson at the top of my list for best bearded
sportsmen, but I'm almost 100 percent sure be dyes
his beard, so his loses points for not being natural. If
someone can prove me wrong, we'll talk. Wilson's
thick. black beard is a sight to be seen and may be the
most recognizable beard in sports today. Wilson not
only has an attention grabbing beard, but a personality to go with his craziness. He truly is beard-bearer
at its fmest.

No.2 Mike Commodore
Mike Commodore's fiery red beard is truly a mas·
terpiece. Legend has it, if you stare at Commodore's
facial hair long enough you will go blind because it's
as fiery and bright as the sun. Commodore's beard
and hair combination make his a force to be reckoned
with. The beard isn't actually- a beard, it's just an
extension of his
which is also

No.1 Brett Keisel
I believe with all my heart there has never been a
beard as epic as Brett Keisel's. It's so gross, yet so elegant, so sophisticated! There have to be rat turds and
dead spiders in that thing. That's really gross, but
true. Keisel's beard is what all men strive for when
growing a beard: wild epicnt..>ss. No one grows a
beard so then can look classy, they want to look like
.Brett Keisel. They want to look like a brute, a man's
man, a behometb, an alpha-male, <t freakin' Keisell
Contact Stinson at dstinson@murraystate.edu.

Sports Information Director

Sophie McDoaakl
Sports Editor

.Behind the scenes work is tough.
Athletes and coaches appear at press conferences. team media guides are created, the scoreboard
lights up correctly and stats are recorded. These tasks don't magically happen but are thoughtfully
prepared and accomplished through sports information directors. Murray State has four SIDs who
run the internal duties for all Murray State athletics and these are two of their stories.

Dave Winder, assistant athletic director - media relations,
men's basketball, men's and women's goU: rifle
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John Brush. media relations assistant,
football, baseball

As a college freshman, John Brush entered the sports infor·
ination world;
Brush. a communications major with emphasis on sports
broadcasting from Waynesburg College in Waynesburg, Pa.,
started out doing hands-on work out of the school's broadcast
truck.
"We were a school of about 1,000 students but we bad our
own truck and were contracted out to do a high school football game every Friday night,'' he said. "By the end of my freshman year I was in the truck running replays."
During his first semester of sophomore year, his academic
adviser, who was also the baseball coach and SID proposed a
question that set the course of Brush's future career.
"I had him in a sports writing class so be got me more on
that side and asked i£1 wanted to help him out with home basketball games doing stats,'' be said. "I did starting that semester and from then on he helped me get more involved with
sports information and I decided this is where I wanted to be.''
1\vo months after graduating, Brush began a sports infor·
mat ion internship at Angelo State in San Angelo. Texas, before
coming to Murray in 2007.
Driven by the goal of representing the athletes with excel·
lence, Brush said despite his workload, the athletes have the
harder job.
"I've got the easy part: the players have the bard part - they
have to go perform and when they do something right I get to
write about it - that's the fun part," he said. Mit's really all
about them - my job is to make everyone know about them. I
like the fact that no one knows who I am. I never want to be
the center of attention. I ·want that attention to be directed
toward the athletes and coaches and the programs here."
Depending on the season and sport, Brush said the hardest
part of being an SID is time manag!!fllent.
MYou never know what's going to happen and the next day
is never the same as the day before which is a good thing, but
at the same time you've got to learn to manage your time and
not get too caught up in specific things," be said. "You've got
to be able to multi-task and do certain things beyond what is
going on at that time."
The' best part of the job is the travel and the view, he said.
"I get paid to watch 'college football every day in the fall and
when spring rolls around I get to travel around and watch college baseball," he said. "To me, college football and college
baseball are a million times better thai\ professional in my
mind. l don't know what it is, but 1 know it's my preference. To
get to travel around all fall and spring to watch football and
baseball- it doesn't get much better than that."
In a job primarily composed of writing, Brush said growing
up he had no intentions of doing anything with the written
word.
"In junior high and high school I always said I would never
do a job where I had to write and now that's all I do, so some·
where in there something went wrong or maybe something
went right," he said.
Brush has no plans of doing anything but sports information
for the rest of his life, he said.
"I want to stay in this profession: I always joke around that
I'll never be able to retire and that I'll be climbing on that bus
when I'm 90," he said. "l love doing this. I can't see myself
doing anything else and I don't think I'd want to do anything
else.''
ContiAct McDonald at smcdonald3@murraystate.edu.

Dave Winder may have begun
working at Murray State in 2001, but
his relationship with the University
originated in 1983 as a sophomore
baseball player.
During his baseball career as a
Racer. Winder was an All-OVC first .
baseman in 1987 and set an OVC single-game record of 12 RBis in 1986, a
record he holds to this day.
After graduating in 1987 with a
degree in journalism with television
and radio emphasis, the Jack
son, Mo., native became the
voice of the Southeast Missouri State Redhawks
while working with Zimmer Broadcasting, a company he worked for since
high school. In 1991, Winder
became a sports anchor for
WPSD in Paducah, Ky., during which time he did the
Racer Report, with the football and basketball coaches.
In 2001, Winder launched
into his professional career at
Murray State with athletics
fundraising, marketing and promotions while still doing TV on
the side. After four years he made
the switch to sports information
and is now the director of the
department.
"I break our office up into three
parts, one part is the coverage, the
writing, the pictures and the website
stuff we do on a daily basis depending
on who's playing," he said. "Of course
aeping
with"llie Wi!biite IS a big
part of what we do. Staffing all home
events is another big part of what we
do, I think we have more than 100
home events each year, a lot of times
we're running the scoreboard, and
sometimes we're doing PA."
Additionally. SID's travel with their
teams and survey as a buffer between
the media and the athletic department, as well as producing media
guides for each sport.
MMy busy time is men's basketball;
of course we all have a busy fall and
you use the time when you're not
doing a lot of games to get ready for
the next season which means putting
the media guide together," Winder
said. MI finished the men's basketball

guide this week and I'll be starting
right in on the golf guides pretty soon
because I want to get those out right
after the flfSt of the year."
The media guides don't happen
overnight, be said.
"In the men's guide I have around
25G-300 hours total, that's not all done
at once, a lot of it I did when the season was over," he said. "l started going
through the records and updating that
stuff and I wrote returning player bios
last spring when the season was over.
There is just a lot of stuff in the
guide.•
The department bas a team atmosphere and, although they are constantly working ahead, Winder said
obligations sometimes stack up.
"The thing I struggle with is rve
been given the responsibility of being
the leader of the department but at
the same time I have my sports to take
care of too," he said. "That's where the
administrative part of the job and
then doing the various sports I have
to do sometimes piles up on me a little bit. Plus. since I have the radio!rV
background I'll help Neal Bradley
when he needs it. We.started the Racer
TV Network and we're doing six football games, so I'm doing commentary
on those and we'll do nine to 10 basketball games and 1 do the Racer
Report every week. 1 just try to juggle
it all It's an ambitious schedule."
Despite the sometimes hectic
timetable, Winder said he really
enjoys his job.
"' itilllike pmi!dif, I look forward
to when our teams play and how this
chapter going to end up today," he
said. "I thought about coaching at one
point, but went into the media part of
it, so it's fun for me being around the
coaches and getting to know them,
and I was a student-athlete at one
time so it's good being around them."
Motivated by the privilege of representing the University, Winder is a
Racer to the core.
"'For me it's the Murray State thing
- I love the place and would do anything for it," he said. "There hasn't
been a day since I've been back that I
don't look forward to going to the Stadium in the morning. I love athletics
and I love Murray State athletics.''

A1onth in the life of Dave Winder

MOVIE STAR

INTRAMURAL ATHLETE JutiGLING A.Cf

BAND BATTLE

Racer football player makes
the big time, 38

Former football team member Student performs unique talent
for students, community, 58
Trey J~rgens shines, 48

Music fraternity hosts
inaugura~ competition, 88
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Baseball

Spotlight:

.

-Min
What got you started in your
sport?:
"Probably my dad. He had a love 1-- - - for the game and he got me into
it when I was young."

What is your major and why?
Civil Engineering, I've always been
interested in building things and
helping out everybody.

If you weren't playing baseball, what
would you be doing?:
I would be going to school, working,
hunting and fishing.

Favorite movie:
"The Rookie"

Favorite food:

What are you most proud of?

Venison

Watching my brother and sister grow up
and having a passion for sports like me
and being successful in school.

Tennis

Tea1ns make racket in matches
Carty Besser
Staff writer
With competition in the air, the men's and women's tennis teams
arc preparing for what will be their final fall season tournaments.
The men wiU compete Nov. 4-6 at the Murray State Invitational in
Aurora, Ky., and the women travel today to play in the Southern
Mississippi Tournament in Hattiesburg. Miss., through Sunday.
"We're very prepared to go out and compete," women's Head
Coach Kara Amundson said. "Southern Mississippi's competition
format is different. It makes it to where we have to compete together more as a team. which the girls are prepared to do."
Since their last competition at the Red Wolves Classic in Jonesboro, Ark.. the girls have shown a strong singles team in store for
Southern Mississippi. In Jonesboro, the team placed second, fourth
and fifth places singles titles.
"Our singles team has done really well,'" Amundson said. MWe
have six very capable individuals that have been competing like
we want them to, so I think that's a huge strength we're going to
ride on in thjs competition."
Though the singles team is solid this season. Amundson said she
wants the girls to work on their starts.
"We need to polish that first serve and first return of serve,"
Amundson said. "We're really going to crack down on it."
A doubles duo to look for is the t~am offreshman Jordana Klein
and senior Ashley Canty. Together, they placed third in their doubles matches at the Red Wolves Classic- something Canty said
l·ould l:'lc replicated at Southern MississippL
"We've been working together really well with doubles and

learning how each girl plays," Canty said. "It has really helped us
get focused and r~ady for Southern Mississippi We have really
been holding our own."
The team is confident going into Southern Mississippi, Canty
'
said.
"We work together incredibly well," she said. "We do a good job
and hauling our own weight and showing up when it's needed."
The men's team is currently cracking down in preparation for
the Murray State Invitational
"It's a fun tournament," Head Coach Mel Purcell said. "This will
be the third year we've hosted it. The point is to get a lot of
matches in that only count as one playing date. It gives the guys
practice and more experience for competition ahead."
The men returned from the Ohio Valley Regional Championship
last weekend with a lone doubles win by junior Joao Camara and
sophomore Arthur Valle against Dayton with a final score of 8·5.
Purcell said he wants to work more on the doubles teams before
going into the.• invitational.
"We need to find out who plays well together and get some good
pairs," he said. "Camara and Valle are a good doubles team we have
this season but we're planning on making more."
Purcell is confident the team will do well because they will have
a home-court advantage, he said.
"It adds to the confidence being able to only play 15 minutes
from home;• he said.
""
With the intensity setting in, Purcell said the Racers will have
skill, teamwork and confidence on their side to deter mine whether
or not they ace the closing of the fall season.
Contact Bt'$scr at cbesscr@murraystate.edu.
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· Senior Cassidy Cunitz prepares to swing in the spring.
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Football

Form~r

Racer football kicker Paul
Hickert is best known for his record setting 62-yard field goal, but he's chosen a
career path quite different than what he
had imagined during his days at Murray.
Hickcrt, now an actor, will be making
appearances on the big screen and television. Hickert will make his big screen
appearance in motion picture ..Tower
Heist" (Nov. 4) starring Ben Stiller and
Edd~ Murphy.
,..Tower Heist' is a fun film; it has a
huge cast of characters like Ben Stiller.
Eddie Murphy, Matthew Broderick, Alan
Alda and Tea l.eoni," Hickert said as reported on goracers.com. "I have a small
role, I play a part in a group of FBI
agents. I only have five lines. but we
spent about a week doing the scenes.
This film has n large budget and when
that kind of money is going into a project, it's going to get attention."

Open Mouth, Insert Football

Hickcrt held the record for most'field
goals for the Racers' with 49 until current Racers' kicker Kienan Cullen broke
his record against Eastern Illinois. Additiunally, Hickcrt was an honor student
who graduated with a degree in physics.
Despite being an exceptional football
player and an honor student, Hickcrt
chose to pursue a career in acting after
being offered opportunities through
being a print model.
Bickert credits his time at Murray as
one of the most life changing experiences of his Ufe
"Murray was magical for ml' ~nd the
place changed my life," he c;aiu. "Coach
Beamer, assistant coaches, teammate~.
the town and university, it all was great
for me. ,Murray was great training
ground fur me. It's such a great place to
develop and I Jon't. think l could've accomplished what I have in my career
from nny other place."
Contact Stinson at dstinson@
murraystate.edu.

Ben

Colonels are
coming to town
Ed Marlowe
Staff writer
With playoff hopes on the minds of many, a healthy locker
room is just what the Racers need to make a late season push.
The Racers (4-3, 2-2 OVC) will face the upstart Eastern Kentucky Colonels (4-3, 3-1 OVC) 1 p.m. Saturday at Roy Stewart
Stadium and hope to gain ground in the race for the OVC season title.
Coach Chris Hatcher said the bye week couldn't have come
at a be"er time in the season.
"It gave us a chance to get a Jot of guys healthy and also
gave a chance for our guys to take a mental break," Hatcher
~aid. "We've played seven straight games, had camp and we
were kind of due for a break."
Several players will return from the disabled list including
Mcli~$.1 Ruhhn..1nflhe News
shutdown corner Darrian !:ikinner, defensive end Richard
Biers, wide receiver Rid')' Mitchell, linebacker Qua Huzzie Apack of Racers run on the field durino the 36-Z7 win against Eastern Illinois Homecoming weekend.
and runningback Duane Brady.
Hatcher said i:nost of the bye week ~'3S spent :Physically relaxing in practice•.but focusing more mentally on the run-oriented Colonel offense.
"This past summer they made a commitment to running
the football this season," Hatcher said. "Watching them on
film, they're going to line it right up and run it at us."
Millmi University <Ohio) and Wisconsin.
Ed Marlowe
EKU totes a running game 11vcraging 207 yards per game
Staff writer
After a starting lineup carousel, Hunt
and 4.7 yards per carry.
said he thinks he's finally found a strong,
Junior running back Matt Denham leads the team with 678
experienced lineup playing well from top to
yards rushing on the season, averaging 6.7 yards per carry
This time of year is really warm in
bottom.
Charleston, S.C., about as warm as the golf
and nearly 100 yards per contest. Denham, however, only
"I've had tu usc a different lineup in each
clubs of the Racers.
leads the committee of rushers EKU possesses. Junior Jerl'of the past fi\>c tournaments just to figure
miah Williams averages 53 yards per game and junior quarCoach Eddie Hunt and the Racers hope
out who'is playing well and who isn't makto ride a recent hot streak into the Kiawah
terback T.J. Pryor stays quick on his feet. averaging 38 yards
Jng the cut," Hunt said.
Island Intercollegiate this weekend.
out of the pocket.
This weekend, the Racers will be bankHatcher admitted a big challenge was ahead for the defense
Played at Turtle Point Gulf Club in
ing on the swings of junior Patrick Newas opposing teams have been able to run the football with
Charleston, the course is rated in the top 50
comb, senior William Hunt and juniors
public courses in the United States and was
great success this season.
Hunter Yurk, Dustin Gosser and Tyler
"We're going to have tu get in there and bow our necks on
designed by golfing legend Jack Nicklaus.
Brown. '
''1 want to make the player usc his mind
the interior line," Hatcher said. "We've got to force some
Hunt said the recent development of
third-and-long situations."
ahead of his muscles- to control his emoYork has bcen'a bnom to the team going
tions sufficiently to reallr think through his
Depth is not the only positive as players return from the
forward.
optjons before drawing a duh from the
disabled list. Hatcher said guys shifting around this season
"Hunter's play as of late has been very
bag." Nicklaus has said of the course.
will finally be able to play their skilled position this weeksteady and very even, I look for him to play
' Over the last six rounds, the Racers have
end.
particularly well this weekend,'' Hunt said.
"With these guys coming back, guys can finally focus on
done just that.
While the coqfidence in the line-up is
With a comc-frum-bl•hind victory in the
one posltion and not get moved around all the time and do
gmxl tu set•, Hunt said the startin~ five can
what they were brought here to do," he said.
MSU Invitational and a strong fifth place
chan~c from tuurnamcnt to tournament,
finish at the Skyhawk Classic, Hunt o;aid the
Signal-c;allcr Casey Brockman will have to be at his very
wet:k· h)· Week.
best Saturday in order to decipher a Colonel defense yielding
team has a little bit of confiJcm:l' rolling
"It all depends l\O qualifiers," he said.
into the weekend.
just 225 yards passing per gam~. Hatcher attributed a stout
"The competition within the team breeds a
passing defense to their keen ability to disguise blitzes and
"We've got a really positive attitude right
better team. Wc'vt• got a good lint."-UP now,
now," Hunt said. "We're playing beucr and
negate pr4..'-snap reads.
•
but it can change if someone starts playing
"He's got to have a good game for us,'' he said. "Last year
1 hope we can dose out the season on a
better."
against EKU was not one of his best performances."
high note."
The team is schcuuled for a similarly difReceivers Dexter Barnett and Hannibal Beauford said the
This wiU be the first year the Racers play
ficult tournament in the spring called the
in this specific tournament, and Hunt said
bye week was spent maintaining team chemistry and resting
Spring Break Invitational. being held March
he and tltc team look forward to the chal·
dead legs.
23 through 25 at the Fountains Country
lengc the course will present,
"Everybody seems excited about this upcoming game,"
Club in B(lca Rrtton, Fla.
"We like to play local schonls, sure. but
Barnett said. "Practice was more up-tempo and a lot of fun
"TheSt! wuruamcnts help us g-.-.~uge how
it's the bigger sch0<1l~ and courses tlwt prothis past week."
we're playing and what we need to do to get
Beauford said siqce the Georgia State game, the team has
vidl~ the extra competition and help us
better," l·hltlt said.
come back with a positive attitude in the
treated ewry game like a playoff game and the focus remains
The Racers ree off un Sunday and finish
'!oldy on Saturday.
spring," he said.
up Tucs'duy.
This year!s tournament fiplds 22 power"This weekend we really needed the rest," Beauford said.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@
bouse teams throughout the nation. includ"But we're really focused on EKU this weekend."
murraystate.cdu.
Contact Marlowe at edward.marlowe@murraystate.edu.
ing the University of Connecticut, Butler,
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Diehard St. Louis Cardi·
nals fans have not been this
anxious about free agency
since ... well, they've never
been this anxious about free
agency. Their beloved slugger, Albert Pujols, is one
Cardinal who will test the
free agency market at the
conclusion of the 2011 season. Pujols also happens to
Morrow
be one of the greatest allaround first basemen of all Sports columnist
time - an irreplaceable figure in the baseball
town's storied history.
The Redbird has spent his entire career
within the Cardinals organization, and he is on
track to break the remaining St. Louis records
he has left standing. The all-time homerun mark
is not out of the question. Even so. if Pujols retired tomorrow, Busch Stadium would sport a
statue of his iconic batting stance by next Open- ·
ing Day.
Money is always a factor, however, and No. 5
seems to think the Cardinals tried to lowball
him before the beginning of the season, causing
him to cut off negotiations until free agency begins. So now the questions fly. Will he resign? Is
he committed to St. Louis? Will he get a Godfa. ther offer from another team and skip town?
I have to admit I have changed my mind on
this one. During the season I thought the Cardinals had not shown Pujols the same love the
fans had and his eyes were wandering toward
greener pastures. Not anymore. I think Pujols
wants to stay, and it makes sense for him to stay.
Here are the five main reasons I expect Pujols
to be in the Cardinal'! lineup ne:'Ct year:
1. The Cards are winDlDg.
As I sit down to write 'this, the World Series '
has not ended and Game 6 and (possibly) Game
7 have not yet been played. Whatever the Series
outcome, though, the Cardinals have established'
their ability to win big games with th,e current
group of players.
This team is winning now. Pujols will not find
a team that is better prepared to win a championship; he is already in the World Series. The
Cardinals' executives have carefully crafted a
lineup of talented hitters and pitchers around
Albert to be successful past this year, which
leads to:
2. The team's future is bright.
With a combination of good defense, veteran
hitters and mature playeu everywhere to be
found in the Cardinals' system right now, it's
easy to be optimistic about the future of baseball in St. Louis. The 2011 season is by no means
a last ditch effort for Pujols to get his second
World Series ring. With Pujols batting third in
an already stacked lineup, and with ace pitcher
Adam Wainwright set to come back from injury
t011di t..-n~~ fu.lbQuld hawplenty to cheer about for a while in St. Louis.
3. The big spenders don't need first basemen

this year.
You would think every team out there would
make the effort to find a place for Pujols, but
that's just not the case. The Yankees and the Red
Sox already have tons of dough invested in first
basemen. With Prince Fielder set to sign with
someone for a little less than what Pujols should
bring, there are not too many high rollers actively seeking first basemen. Some have made a
half-hearted argument that he could go play for
the Cubs, but it's hard to envision that level of
apostasy from the life-long Cardinal. There will
be teams in play for Pujols, but St. Louis should
offer him enough, based on the demands of the
open market this year.
4. Pujols wfil keep the COKhing sta1f intact
Not every Cardinals fan likes this, but it needs
to happen. Tony LaRussa needs to be the manager of the Cardinals next year.lfLaRussa goes.
so does his genius pitching coach Dave Duncan
and first base coach Dave McKay, who have followed LaRussa around baseball since Little
League. The Cards would probably also lose hitting coach Mark MeG wire and third base coach
)ose Oquendo, fixtures around St. Louis. Re·
placing Tony LaRussa would not just be about
finding a new strategist, it would mean having
to hire a whole new coaching staff that may or
may not gel with the talented team already in
place. Team chemistry is in balante. If Pujols
leaves.• it's quite possible team chemistry (in the
form of LaRussa's staff) goes with him.
S. Pujo)s Deeds to ftn1ah what he started.
Pujols has the opportunity to cement his status as an elite player who is synonymous with a
single city.lfPujols leaves for another locale, his'
inevitable decline over time will not be received
as graciously by local fans as it would in St.
Louis. Cardinal fans will forever remember a career of accomplishment Pujols brought to the
city, and he will be no less immortalized in the
twilight of his career as he is now.
The slugger can continue to break records,
win playoff games, collect MVP trophies and
earn buckets of cash without ever leaving Busch
Stadium. At 32, Pujols can decide to finish what
he began in a city that loves him and will appreciate him until the end.
Resigning with the Cards is the right move,
and I think he'll do it. Until then, (or Cards fans,
the wait continues.
Contact
Morrow
mmorrow@
at
murraystate.edu.
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Volleyball

Rifle

Team aims for first
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer
Two weeks after coming
within three points of AlaskaFairbanks, one of the top rifle
teams in the nation, the Racer
rifle team will take on another
top team, in hopes of building
toward an NCAA finish.
"We really emphasize the
sling positions (prone and
kneeling) because we feel like
we have the chance to be consistent in those;• Head Coach
Alan Lollar. "But that match reconfirmed how important
every point is. When you're
talking about 4,800 points and
then you lose by three, it's not
hard to find those three
points."
Since the Oct. 8 loss the Racers have improved signifi·
cantly. taking the two weeks
off to not only make adjustments, but to get comfortable
with those changes.
"It's been going good,"' Lollar
said. "We've had two weeks
that we were off that we were
able to work on things that
needed some attention and
needed a little more time than
we usually have. So it's been a
very good, useful two weeks
that helped us develop. It's a
chance to change things
around. During a normal week
we've got basically four training days before a match to
change something. and that's
not a whole lot of time to see if
something works or for them
to get comfortable with it. The
last two weeks have given us
that chance." .
Those changes have given
Kirsten Moyer, freshman
shooter on the R:\cer rifle
team, the chance to watch her
scores steadily increase.
"Things are getting progressively better," Moyer said. "For
myself in particular, my scor~s
are going up, not the most important thing we're looking for,
but definitely a good showing
of what our hard work is going
toward. Everyone's just working hard nnd getting through
• practice as best they can."

Senior middle blocker/outside hitter Wendi Ziddleld hits aQalnst Eastern Kentucky Oct 15.

Racers sweep SEMO
Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

News

Freshman Kelsey Emme fires her 22-callber rifle durlncJ practice Tuesday.
More specifically, the Racers
prone (lying down) position in
smallbore left much to be desired.
"Prone wasn't as good
against Alaska as we would
have e.'<pected but it's also not
what it's going to be by the end
of the year, but we have
Worked steadily on both sling
positions since then," Lollar
said.
Murray State heads to West
Virginia Saturday to take on
West Virginia University,
which has already posted a
score of 4,693 out of a potential
4,800. However, despite their
bigh scores, the Mountaineers
have historically been less consistent than the Racers, a fact
that may help the Racers best
their higher ranked foes.
''We're still trying to decide
how consistent we are," Lollar
said. "We're working on that.
In tb.c long run we. hgpe_ ~
being consistent is an advan-

tage when we shoot against
teams that jump around a little
more, but their up and down is
up and down at a very high
level. And so far we've only
had two outings, so we don't
know yet how consistent we
really are."
Moyer is hoping to get to
participate in her first compe·
tition of the season after recovering from an illness.
"1 feel like it's going to be a
challenge for me in particular
because it will be my flrst com·
petition of the season," she
said. "It'll be kind of high intensity, but it's good because
we all kind of thrive under
that."
The next home match will
be against Texas Christian
University and Morehead State
University at 8 a.m. on Nov. 6
in Pat Spurgin Rifle Range.

Contact

Ledbetter

· at

kYr~.ledbetter@m!llLantate.

cdu.

With the fast approaching end of the conference season and the Racers conference record
(6-8) hanging like fog in Racer Arena, the Racers
took down South East Missouri State in three
sets Tuesday night after falling to the Redhawks
in five sets early this season.
"Again, this isowhat this team can do, and any
time they actually play like it I'm happy and
we're just going to keep going forward from
here," Head Coach David Schwepker said. "I'm
excited. They're really pumped and ready to go."
With increasing surety, the Racers won three
consecutive sets, with the_ final set falling 25·14.
"In the first set ~oth teams were playing great,"
Schwepker said. "We were struggling with keeping that momentum going, and I thought that
SEMO was going to keep it going all the way
through, and that we might back away, but the
girls didn't. By not backing away they ended up
winning the first set, made the second set easier,
and by that third set we just had them."
The win comes on the heels of a weekend the
entire team admits was a disappointment. with
losses tQ both Tennessee Tech and Jacksonville
State universities when the team's appearance in
the conference tournament is far from certain.
"They had a big team meeting on Sunday and
ralked about some things and changed some stuff
up. 1 think everybody felt really relieved after
this match," Schwepker said. "They were very
upset after this weekend. It was a bad weekend
for us and they knew they kind of blew up this
weekend, so this was great for us."
Kayleah Sauer, senior libero, could not agree
more.

..Our mentality has definitely changed," Sauer
said. "We have the ability to be really good but
sometimes we just can't stay focused and tonight
we definitely stayed focuseii and played as a
team."
Murray State takes on UT-Martin today, a team
they have fallen to in four games earlier this
month.
"Martin's in second place, but I'll tell you what:
we're just going to go at them," Schwepker said.
"Last time they ran their middles and they had
an outside hitter who just swung away and we
could not contain her at all. Our blocking was
bad and she could just go at it, and it killed us.
We'll see bow we do against their team and her
in particular on Friday. They're a really good
team, they haven't always been, but they arc now,
but we'll see what we could do."
Regardless, wins are an absolute necessity for
the Racers, given only six matches remain in the
season, and Murray State is riding the fence between making the OVC Tournament and not.
"Right now we're on the brink of not getting
in," Schwepker said. "It's still in our control that
we can get in, and I like that, so every win means
the world, but we have some tough tcam!l com·
ing up."
However Schwepker'!f team seems confident
that its recent upturn will not end after only one
win.
·~fter this past weekend we had a couple of
talks and tonight showed us definitely playing as
a different team, so UT Martin bctt('r be ready
for us," Sauer said.
The Racers will take on UT Martin at 7 p.m.
today in Racer Arena.
Conucr Ledbe~r at

murraystate.edu.

Intramurals

..
Hometown:
Fort Thomas, Ky.

Favorite athlete:
Pete Rose
Jonathan Ferris
Staff writer

Favorite place on campus:
The lower annex of the Sig Ep house

Favorite sportstearre
Cincinnati Reds

Major:
Youth and Nonprofit Leadership

Favorite beer:
Budweiser
Favorite movie:
The Goonies

Favorite food:
Dixie Chili (Cincinatti Chili)

The Sigma Phi Epsilon intramural flag football team may have a leg up
on the competition this season as they are led by their quarterback and
captain Trey Jurgens, a senior who came to Murray State on a partial football scholarship to be the Racer's long-snapper.
"1 started lo~g-snapper my freshman year; I did all the long-snapping
duties including all the punts, PATs and field goals," Jurgens said. '1\fter
the season was over, l was really just ready to be done with football after
b~d experiences with the (former) coaching staff."
Jurgens had to sit out from intramural football for two years .after he left
the University's football team since he lettered collegiately. He said he is
remarkably excited to finally be able to play competitive football again
after his two year layoff.
.. I've definitely missed football in every sense since 1 quit freshman
year," he said. "1 missed being on the team and being able to have that
brotherhood on the field. l've played softball and stuff like that, but none
of those sports clicked with me like football did. I'm just so excited to get
back into it."
Football isn't the only thing Jurgens i!l looking ahead tu.
"I'm definitely looking forward to the Alpha Sigma Phi game," Jurgens
said. "That's almost always the highlight of any season just because of the
rivalry, and we lost all sports to them the previous two years and we just
got back a couple sports last year and this year we're g<iing to keep going
after that win."
Jurgens said he truly believes in his team this year.
"We have a lot of athletes and most of our guys played some kind of
sport in high school and I have a little college exJ>!.!ricncc so we're gonna
be pretty good," Jurgens said. "Once we can gt.•t some good commitml•nt
and our team gels, we're going to be a pretty good team."
While }urgen~has the most football experience of anyone on the team
as the only one with college experience, he also will deal with learning to
play a completely new position.
"This will be my ft.rst time ever playing quarterback." Jurgens said. "In
high school I played tight end and defensive end, but I'll giote quarterback
a whirl this year."
From the time he was in third grade. Jurgens has been on football teams.
"My dad was my little league coach and I played all through elementary
and middle school,'' he said. "I played on a nationally ranked high school
fO<)tball team and then obviously came here to long-snap."
Jurgens said he thinks about what his college career might have looked
Like if he had not come to Murray to play football.
"I was always a fan of basebalJ," Jurgens said. "I never played in high
school but I was on the JV team throughout middle school and I've always loved baseball. But, if l would have known I was coming to Murray
I definitely would have focused on bass fishing."
As the other players on Sig Ep's team said, they are definitely excited
to have Jurgens leading their team. With his football cxperlfncc from
third grade through his freshman year of college, his teamma~s arc e.xcitcd about the season.
,
Watch Jurgens and the Sig Ep team in action as the flag football regular sca.<;on begins this week on the intramural fields.
)

Contact Ferris at jferris2@murraystatc.cdu.
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Student displays juggling
talent across community
Anna 'naylor
Assistant Features Editor

ple ask if they are preparing to be in the circus.
He said circus jug~lers have a different focus.
"Their focus is to entertain people v,;th weird
things but jugglers take juggling to a higher level
of technicality," he said. "My focus as a juggler is
to just push myself and see what I can achieve."
Metzler said he.enjoys juggling because it is, in
some ways, similar to his old favorite hobby:
skateboarding.
"That sounds a little weird," he said about comparing the two activities. "(Juggling is) a lot like
skateboarding because you are always pushing
yourself and learning new things that are physically demanding. It's really hard. It involves creativity and style."
Metzler said thl•re are two clements to juggling:
the technicality and physicality. Both of these are
necessary for successful juggling.
''There is actually a whole notations system,
like a mathematical kind of number notations system called sight swap," he said. "You learn all of
these different sight swaps that are basically a .sequence of numbers that define the heights of the
throws."
The physically demanding part of fUggllng.
Metzler said, comes into play when juggling five
or six different objects.
"It actually, believe It or not, works your core,"
he said. "It's cardia-work too because of the repetition."
Metzler juggles clubs, rings, balls and torches.
Metzler recommends starting with balls when
learning to juggle, specifically juggling balls or
hacky sack balls. As long as it hits the ground
dead and does not roll around, he said, would be
great for beginners.
"With the rings you are trying to focus on stability and getting a nice back-spin to it and with
dubs you are worrying about the flipping of the
clubs and with balls you don't really have to
worry about any of that," he said. "It's just the
basic foundation point."
Metzler and his younger brother began learning to juggle around the same time and have since
then started their own in~ependent juggling.spedalty, Metzler Juggling.
Other than entertainll)ent, Metzler offers paying his craft forward by offering lessons in juggling. He can be contacted at metzlerjuggling@
gmail.com.
Contact Taylor at ataylor2@murraystate.edu.

Zach Metzler, junior from Solon, Iowa, juggles
almost everyday. What began as a spontaneous
activity for him soon became his favorite hobby.
Metzler has been juggling since 2009. He said
he would go to class at his previous college in
Iowa and see the same man juggling. Metzler
soon learned the man juggling on his campus
was a professional juggler who would later act as
a mentor to him.
"I later kind of met up with him," Metzler said
after noticing Doug Sayers juggle on campus. "He
did entertainment and my girlfriend was working
at a coffeehouse and they were looking for entertainment so I talked to him about that and he kind
of inspired me to start juggling."
Metzler soon began teaching himself how to
juggle from online videos and from trial and
error. He also learned some tricks from Sayers as
they became friends.
"He's gotten me really involved with thfugs and
learning," Metzler said about Sayers who is also
-~-~-· from Iowa.
Currently in Murray, Metzler can be found in
front of the Fine Arts building, Elizabeth College
Amphitheater and Winslow Dining Hall. Metzler
also has a juggling gig at Murray's Applebee's. He
said be got the gig from a spontaneous visit.
"I was driving through Murray and I was just
stopping at random businesses (I thought) would
have entertainment," he said. "I was just walking
in and asking if they had entertainment and introduced myself."
At Applebee's and his various spots on campus,
Metzler displays his tricks for the public and has
a donation box that he keeps with him for courteous audience members.
Metzler is at Applebee's juggling from 5 to 9 on
Tuesday nights. He receives a free meal for providing the customers with entertainment.
He said he receives various reactions from people when they see him juggling on campus.
"People usually think it's pretty cool," he said.
MThey're kind of surprised by it because most
people's exposure to juggling is like, downs doing
birthday parties. It's really not even close to the
same thing.'"
As a juggler, Metzler said even though no one
means it, jugglers almost take offense when peo-

Melissa Ruhlmanflhe News

Zach Metzler, junior from Solon, Iowa. Is often spotted juggling outside of Fine Arts, Winslow Dining Hall
and Waterfield Library. Metzler began juggling in 2009 and jugqles clubs, rings, ballsand torches.

Auditions underWay
for second annual campus-wide talent show
.
Savannah Sawyer
Staff writer
Students have the opportunity to take a study
break and share their talents with campus beginning next week. The auditions for Racers
Got Talent, a campus-wide talent search, begin
Tuesday.
Elizabeth Costy. coordinator of the event and
marketing assistant for Racer Athletics, said the
idea for the event came about when BB&T contacted the athletic department to be a sponsor
last year.
Whoever wins the competition will take
home a $500 cash prize from BB&T, Costy said.
The prize will be rewarded during the final
men's basketball game on Feb. 18.
They are looking for all types of talents to
compete in Racers Got Talent.
"You'll always have your traditional bands,
your singers, your guitar players, your dancers,"
she said. "We have a comic, we've got somebQdy doing spoken word and I hope that people
with other talents will sign up as well."
There is plenty of room·in the competition if
your t alent is singing or dancing, Costy said.
"There's definitely room for more singers,
more dancers, more musicians, but maybe we
could get people who do hula hoops or we're
looking for everything that they have on America's Got Talent but within reason," she said.
"Whatever people are good at, whatever can be
performed, we want to see it here."
The auditioning process is nothing to fret

Photo court(!S'y ~fEiizahcth C'osty

Marshall Shank. graduate student fromOwensboro, Ky.. won Racers Got Talent last year with his hlp hop
arrangement of 'Amazing Grace' on the flute. More than 12.000 votes werecast during last year's competition.
about, Kaitlin Cleven, junior from Greenleaf,
Wis., said. Cleven participated in last year's
Racers Got Talent.
"The auditions were cool because you got to
watch everyone perform. and then it was kind
of fun to try and get online votes for your own
performance," she said.
Costy said this event is different from other
talent competitions on campus.
MOther contests like Murray State Idol are out
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there hut with Murray State ld\)1 it's only one
person in the act and they only sing and only
one person from (a residential college) can
progress on," she said.
··we could have three or four finalists from
the same <:ollcge. l11c narrow down process is
a'littlc different from that .tnd you get to have
all of these different act~. So it's really a lot of
fun and it's different from other talent competitions on campus."
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[t's not all talent that makes a winner - it requires :;orne good social networking skills as
well, Costy said.
"It's very easy to enter ar;~d it's all about how
well you do coupled with bow man}' people yQu
can get to vote for you because there's some
people who may not have the social network
that other acts do," she said. ''It's really a combination of talent and networking because the
people that go to these games where the videos
are broadcast, they're not Murray State students but they see these acts and they vote for
them because they want to be entertuined by
them at that live show in February.n
The competition is a great place for students
w show off their talents.
Abigail Watkins, junior from Paducah, Ky.l
said she thinks it's a great idea.
"It's a wonderful opportunity for the school's
most talented to be able to showcase tht·ir abilities," she said.
There will be 18 acts altogether, 16 of them
chosen by a panel of three fudges and two of
them chosen by voting on Facebook for Fan Favorites.
All 18 acts are filmed and then presented at
each of the men's basketball games beginning
Nov.ll.
All videos are posted online and will eventually determine the top two acts in the competition. These acts will perform live at the Feb. 11
game and online voting will determine the ultimate winner.
Contact Sawyer at ssawyer@murraystate.edu.
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